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Archetypal Statements by Ann Ree Colton

Hidden Etheric Factors in the Zodiacal Chart
The first house reveals the shell of Maya or the ego built from the past life by karma or
by grace.
The second house reveals one’s stewardship from past lives, whether material or spiritual.
The third house reveals how one relates himself to his spiritual friends, to his fellow
disciples.
The fourth house shows the power of Divine Mother in the life of the past and reveals
one’s reverence. Also, the fourth house contains the collective debris of the lower quelle
or subconscious.
The fifth house reveals the akasic records dramatized through the Devas’ akasic dramas.
In the fifth house may be seen the particular phase of dramatization one will express in the
making of his own myths as a self embodied in an ego, playing his part on the stage according to karma or grace.
The sixth house shows how one serves God.
The seventh house relates to the keeping of vows in partnership and in marriage.
The eighth house shows what cargo one brings of the soul, or gifts or Siddhi powers gained
from former lives.
The ninth house shows one’s placement in religion and in soul evolvement.
The tenth house shows how one will display his gifts or exhibit them or be known for
them.
The eleventh house shows how one is united to the Master or Masters.
The twelfth house shows how far one may go into the depth of the collective unconscious
and of one’s own unconscious.
$
In latitude and longitude placement may be seen the virilities earned from past polarities
or placements.
$
The ten fingers relate to Hierarchy. The distribution of the Dharma is: giving and serving.
The hands and the ten fingers are the symbols of the Great Law or the Dharma.
The Maha-Mudra system pertains to gesture of the hand. Behind the symbol of the gesture
of the hand are the Great Laws.
The hands closed into a tight fist are as a closed bud of a lotus or the unmanifested Dharma.
The open hand is the symbol of blessing, giving, serving, healing.
The only way to beat the Maya game is to obey the laws and commandments.
Observing the Sabbath is a time-tithe.
The closer you are to the Light, the more you suffer if you do not observe the law.
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